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Towards the end of November, 
the Workplace PIN Transition 
Group met at the offices of 
Unicef UK in Clerkenwell to look 
at the evolution of the workplace 
management organisation and 
how we might link this to the 
design of workplace experiences.  
 
The initial discussion looked at 
the experience that attending 
members and guests had when 
they arrived at the Unicef UK 
location. They were encouraged 
to think about getting to the 
building, getting into the office, 
finding Reception and getting 
through Reception to the 
meeting space.  
 
We looked at this journey in 
some detail – to think about how 
it was setting the scene for 
further experiences in the office 
for all visiting populations – staff, 
sponsors, fundraisers, shoppers 
and others coming to engage 
with the charity. 
 
Andrew Mawson led a discussion 
about workplace management 
and the importance of designing 
experiences very carefully – 
thinking about the senses and 
how every aspect of every 
journey through the building 
would leave impressions on 
people and were therefore  
opportunities to get across 
messages about the 
organisational personality (the 
topic covered in the September 
Workshop) and brand.  
 
 

This subject is likely to form part of the 2017 Transition Group agenda, 
so this was a useful first discussion around the topic.  

 

CASE STUDY: Unicef UK’s  
Work Agility Journey 
Unicef UK’s Head of People and 
Development, Helen Griffin and ICT 
Director Ian Williamson shared their 
2-year journey to increase the agility 
within the organisation, and share 
practices with Unicef globally. 
 
Founded in the mid-1950s, UUK today wants to be renowned for 
achieving ambitious outcomes for children by employing talented 
people and creating the conditions in which everyone can flourish and 
contribute their best. Work agility is a critical part of this. 

 
Having done some initial work in 2014, it became clear that UUK was 
running out of space despite desks being unused c40% of the time. A 
cross-functional team (ICT, Facilities and P&D) was formed to consult, 
challenge assumptions and adopt forward thinking practices in relation 
to space, technology and people. A definition of work agility for UUK 
was established by the WAG (work agility group): 

“Trusting ourselves and each other to make the right choices about 
how and where we can do our best work for children”. 

Following engagement with colleagues, a 
number of changes in relation to space 
and technology were implemented and a 
set of guiding principles was launched in 
September 2015 to help people make 
appropriate choices. 
 
Some people embraced agility 
wholeheartedly, while for others nothing 
much changed and some inconsistencies 
started to become troublesome.  
 
In 2016, desk standardisation has been achieved (a cause of earlier 
complaints), some further technology changes have been tackled 
(recognising things don’t always happen in the right order!) and >80% of 
people responded positively when asked if they were able to make 
choices in line with the agility statement.  
 
UUK’s agility journey is ongoing with a new phase about to begin. 


